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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a set of turbulence measurements at sea in the area of high flow distortion in the near-

wake and recirculation zone behind a ship’s superstructure that is similar in geometry to a helicopter hangar/

flight deck arrangement found on many modern U.S. Navy ships. The instrumented ship is a 32-m-long

training vessel operated by the United States Naval Academy that has been modified by adding a represen-

tative flight deck and hangar structure. The flight deck is instrumented with up to seven sonic anemometers/

thermometers that are used to obtain simultaneous velocity measurements at various spatial locations on the

flight deck, and one sonic anemometer at bow mast is used to characterize inflow atmospheric boundary

conditions. Data characterizing wind over the deck at an incoming angle of 08 (head winds) and wind speeds

from 2 to 10m s21 obtained in the Chesapeake Bay are presented and discussed. Turbulent statistics of inflow

conditions are analyzed using the Kaimal universal turbulence spectral model for the atmospheric surface

layer and show that for the present dataset this approach eliminates the need to account for platform motion

in computing variances and covariances. Conditional sampling of mean flow and turbulence statistics at the

flight deck indicate no statistically significant variations between unstable, stable, and neutral atmospheric

inflow conditions, and the results agree with the published data for flows over the backward-facing step

geometries.

1. Introduction

The flow that forms over a ship superstructure/flight

deck geometry is known to generate an unsteady ‘‘air

wake’’ characterized by recirculation zones just aft of the

superstructure and formation of turbulent shear layers at

the edges of the hangar superstructure. Significant efforts

have beenmade over the last three decades to gain insight

into the air wake around naval vessels (Healey 1987; Zan

et al. 1999. The primary purpose of these efforts has been

to determine the safe operational envelopes of rotary

aircraft, since ship motions combined with air wakes can

create potentially hazardous conditions during launch/

recovery operations. Presently, aircraft safe operating

limits for naval vessels are determined empirically by

trials at sea. In addition to being expensive and poten-

tially dangerous to generate, safe operational limits

obtained in this way are ship and aircraft configuration

specific and are constrained to environmental condi-

tions covered during trials. Given the disadvantages

and difficulties in directly obtaining these operational

envelopes, researchers and flight test engineers incre-

asingly attempt to rely upon numerical models to gain

insight into complex turbulent flows around naval vessels

and their impact on the operational envelopes of rotary

aircraft. Validations of these computational models

are typically made against wind tunnel laboratory
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measurements and as such are limited to Reynolds

numbers that are orders of magnitude below those typ-

ically observed at full scale. Nevertheless, these studies

provide significant insights into air-wake flows as re-

viewed by Healey (1987, 1992) and more recently by

Zan et al. (1999). Major findings include strong de-

pendence of air-wake topology and strength with the

flight deck geometry and orientation of the ship to the

free streamdirection.Recent computationalwork (Bunnell

2001; Polsky 2003) suggests that atmospheric boundary

layers can significantly modify the flow topology over

the flight deck and hence, boundary layer effects need

to be accounted for in any air-wake model validation

effort.

Testing the applicability of air-wake models requires

in situ field measurements of the turbulent wake under

various well-described environmental forcing conditions.

Because fieldmeasurements are extremely challenging to

obtain, field studies describing air-wake measurements

around naval vessels are rare. Wilkinson et al. (1999)

describes full-scale trials of British andAustralian navies,

and Polsky and Bruner (2000) describe in detail a com-

parison of at-sea measurements with wind tunnel data

obtained at the flight deck of a U.S. naval ship. Zan et al.

(1999) compare limited full-scale air-wake data with

air-wake models and wind tunnel data. Common to these

studies are measurements of airflow velocities in the near

wake (i.e., measurements in the region directly above the

flight deck), with concurrent measurements of ship mo-

tions and ship speed, as well as relative wind speed and

direction. These studies provided important information

about air-wake properties, but they had limited spatial

coverage or duration of measurements because of time

constrains of ship availability and changing atmospheric

characteristics.

At-sea measurements of momentum and heat fluxes

from stationary and moving platforms in the context of

ocean–atmosphere interaction studies have been well

documented. Recently, Miller et al. (2008) and Brooks

(2008) provide a review of measurements from var-

ious platforms and summarize methods for overcom-

ing problems associated with making high-resolution

measurements of turbulence statistics, including bias in

flux estimates because of platform motion and flow dis-

tortion.

In this paper at-sea measurements of momentum and

heat fluxes as well as measurements of flow in the wake

of a ship superstructure resembling helicopter hangar/

flight deck arrangement are presented and analyzed. It is

shown that for the present experiment conducted in the

Chesapeake Bay, atmospheric fluxes can be estimated

free of ship motion contamination by employing a uni-

versal turbulent spectra of the atmospheric surface layer

(Kaimal et al. 1972). Furthermore, turbulence statistics

and flow topology in the near wake resemble those found

in flows behind a backward-facing step. The experimental

arrangements are outlined in the following section, with

results presented in section 3 and final discussion and

conclusions presented in section 4. This work is part of

a larger research effort at the United States Naval

Academy (USNA) involving comprehensive full-scale

measurements and comparing the measurements with

model tests in a wind tunnel, both aimed at validating

advanced numerical simulations of air wakes over the

superstructure of navy ships (Snyder et al. 2011).

2. Methods

a. Measurement platform and instrumentation

Data presented in this paper were collected aboard an

instrumentedYard Patrol (YP, training) vessel. TheYPs

are relatively large vessels with waterline length LWL 5
32.9m and maximum superstructure height, excluding

masts, of 7.3m above the waterline. Figure 1 shows the

schematic of the vesselwith relevant dimensions indicated.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the measurement platform. Hangar, flight deck, and location of refer-

ence anemometer are highlighted. Spatial arrangement of anemometers on the flight deck is

described in the text.
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The built-in superstructure resembling a flight deck is

5.7m long, 6.7m wide, and the hangar–flight deck ge-

ometry resembles a backward-facing stepwith step height

H 5 1.5m. The coordinate system used throughout this

paper is fixed on the ship fore–aft centerline where the

hangar superstructure intersects the flight deck. The

positive x direction is aft, positive y is to starboard, and

positive z is upward. The reference velocity sensor (see

also Fig. 2a), located on the ship’s bow 5.9m above the

still waterline, has the same coordinate system and is used

tomeasure incoming flow conditions. Thewind over deck

direction, referred to as the yaw angleb, is defined as b5
tan21(y/u), where u is x and y is y direction wind velocity.

For wind coming from the port side, b is positive and

for wind coming from the starboard side it is negative.

Figure 1 also shows the location of the inertial measure-

ment unit (IMU) that is used for monitoring the ship’s

pitch and roll motions during the experiment.

The flight deck is instrumented with an array of ve-

locity sensors attached to vertical masts (see Fig. 2b).

Eachmast is a 2.5-m-long spar and the number of sensors

stacked in the z direction at each (x, y) station during

a single run varies from 1 to 3 and can range from z/H5
0.13 to 1.4. Thin stainless steel guy wires were added to

the masts to improve their rigidity and to eliminate ve-

locity contamination from the ship’s structural vibrations.

The present measuring system is composed of eight sonic

anemometers/thermometers manufactured by Applied

Technology Inc. Up to seven anemometers are located

on the flight deck and one is permanently used as a ref-

erence bow anemometer. All anemometers have ‘‘A’’

type probe configuration (see Figs. 2a,b) measuring

three velocity components and sonic temperature. Each

anemometer has an internal sampling rate of 200Hz,

and the instrument output sampling rate is user adjust-

able up to a maximum of 20Hz. Throughout the ex-

periments, anemometer data output is kept constant at

20Hz. All eight anemometers are synchronized using

a custom-built synchronizer, which in turn is connected

to the acquisition computer.

Prior to use in the field experiments, the anemometers

were systematically tested in a closed circuit wind tunnel

at the USNA (Miklosovic et al. 2011) to estimate direc-

tional errors associated with interference with the sensor

probe’s structural support. Uncertainty in mean veloci-

ties was found to lie within 65% in the range of yaw

angles 2908 , b , 908. Spatial resolution of the ane-

mometers is about 15 cm because of the line averaging

over the probe’s sonic path (Kaimal et al. 1968).Assuming

a characteristic velocity of 3m s21, this instrument has

a cutoff frequency f 5 U/2L of 10Hz, which is consid-

ered adequate for the present work. Supporting data

collected concurrently with sonic anemometers include

continuous measurement of ship’s roll and pitch angles

using an IMU, and the ship’s position and velocity using

a Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)-enabled

FIG. 2. (a) Bow reference anemometer and (b) anemometer arrangement on the flight deck prior to data collection.

The two anemometers shown have sampling volumes at z 5 0.4 and 0.65m.
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GPS with a typical accuracy of 1m. Local onboard air

temperatures and atmospheric pressure are taken at the

beginning and end of each data collection period. When

available, real-time meteorological data from a nearby

fixedmeteorological tower are also collected, as described

in the following sections.

b. Underway location—Chesapeake Bay

Measurements discussed in this paper were collected

over a 1-yr period from March 2010 to March 2011.

During this period, we had 12 separate measurement

days at sea (called underways) that resulted in 62 data-

sets for a nominal headwind condition (b 5 08). All

measurements were conducted in the vicinity of the

upper Chesapeake Bay estuary in Annapolis, Maryland,

as shown in Fig. 3. A sample GPS track of the ship’s path

during one of the underways is also shown in Fig. 3. On

the north side, the measurement area is bounded by the

Chesapeake Bay Bridge and on the south by the prox-

imity of the Thomas Point meteorological station, op-

erated and administered by the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Thomas Point

meteorological station provides real-time measurements

of atmospheric wind speed and directionmeasured at 18m

above sea level, as well as sea surface temperature, air

temperature, and pressure (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov).

An overview of the atmospheric conditions during the

study period is shown in Fig. 4.Wind speed and direction

of 10-min averages from Thomas Point tower are shown

covering periods from July 2010 toMarch 2011 (runs 32–

62). Data for earlier periods are not available. Wind

speed conditions can be qualified as moderate to low,

with typical wind speeds of about 4m s21, and only on

a few occasions did the wind speed exceed 10m s21 (e.g.,

runs 36–37 in Fig. 4a). The predominant wind direction

is from either the north or south, coinciding with the

Chesapeake Bay channel centerline. The resultant mean

horizontal relative velocityUref measured by the reference

FIG. 3. Map of Chesapeake Bay in the vicinity of the USNA.

A sample GPS track of the ship’s path during one of the underways

is shown. Location of the NOAA Thomas Point meteorological

tower is also shown.

FIG. 4. Ambient wind conditions during study period: (a) The 10-min averages of wind speed

from Thomas Point tower (squares) and mean horizontal velocity from the reference ane-

mometerUref (triangles). (b) The 10-min averages of truewind direction (8) fromThomas Point

tower. Note: Thomas Point data for runs 1–31 are not available.
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bow anemometer is also shown in Fig. 4a for compari-

son. Most of the time Uref is larger than the wind speed,

with the difference resulting from the ship’s speed over

ground of about 3m s21 (6 kt). Details as to how Uref is

calculated are described later in the paper.

Characteristics of the surface gravity waves during

individual underways were not monitored. However,

during the underway corresponding to datasets 32–37,

detailed wave information is available from an oceano-

graphic instrument deployed in the vicinity of the mea-

surement area (Luznik and Flack 2010). Significant

wave height increased from 0.2m during ambient wind

speed of 5ms21 to 0.5m during winds in excess of

10ms21. Measured direction of incident waves for both

cases coincided with the wind direction from Thomas

Point, and wave periods ranged from 2 to 2.5 s, indicating

wind-driven waves. These observations are consistent

with measurements in the same area by Lin et al. (2002)

and show that surface gravity waves in the upper Ches-

apeake Bay are fetch-limited wind waves with direction

coinciding with the prevailing wind direction.

c. Data acquired and anemometer arrangement

For each spatial arrangement of anemometers on the

flight deck, data are collected without interruption for

approximately 30min. During data collection a specified

target yaw angle (e.g., b 5 08) and ship speed were

maintained as constant as possible. Any deviation from

the target ship velocity is accounted for through data

postprocessing, as discussed later. The duration of actual

obtained measurement periods differ, ranging from as

short as 2min to longer than 40min because of opera-

tional and instrumentation factors. Operational factors

include avoiding ship traffic, approaching shallow water,

and significantly changing wind direction. In these in-

stances data collection was aborted and if the record

length was deemed too short, the run was repeated. In-

strumentation factors include excessive data dropout

occurrences from one or multiple anemometers within

a single dataset. In these instances data collection was

aborted and a run was repeated.

To aid in assessment of collected data quality, a real-

time monitoring system was used. As the data from all

anemometers are continuously streamed from the syn-

chronizer to the acquisition computer, velocity data

from the reference anemometer are processed in real

time and a time history of temporally averaged (over

15 s) horizontal velocity and yaw angle is displayed in

the ship’s bridge control room. This information is used

to provide real-time data to the helmsman for heading

adjustments during the data collection process.

Figure 5 shows the spatial arrangement of anemom-

eter sample volumes in the horizontal (x, y) plane on the

flight deck. Coordinates are scaled by hangar heightH5
1.5m. As the ship is symmetric in shape, data are sam-

pled predominantly on the starboard side. About 20%

of the datasets were collected on the port side of the

flight deck, mirroring data from the starboard side.

Details of the flight deck anemometer vertical arrange-

ments are not presented here but will be discussed in the

results section.

d. Data analysis

1) CONDITIONAL SAMPLING

Conditional sampling of the reference bow anemom-

eter data for headwind condition (b 5 08) forms the

basis of data selection for further analysis from all ane-

mometers. The process involves identification of time

instances from reference anemometer data satisfying the

following three criteria: (i) 2108 # bfilter # 108, where
bfilter is a running average over 30 s of instantaneous yaw

angle; (ii) continuous record length of data satisfying

(i) has to be greater than 30 s; and (iii) instantaneous

horizontal velocity u satisfying (i) and (ii) has to be

greater than 4ms21. Data not satisfying these criteria are

discarded for all anemometers. Consequently, data used

in the subsequent analysis are not continuous and consist

of piecewise data segments longer than 30 s. The longest

continuous individual data segment length is just over

30min and the median is about 3.3min. A histogram of

resulting time-averaged yaw angles, hbi (where terms in

angle brackets indicate the time-averaging operation

over an appropriate time scale discussed in the next

FIG. 5. Spatial arrangement of sonic anemometers in the (x, y)

plane on the flight deck. [Adapted from Brownell et al. (2012).]
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section), of the conditionally sampled data is presented

in Fig. 6. Only eight datasets can be considered a pure

headwind condition (hbi 5 08), with combined segment

times totaling 210min. Overall, there is a slight bias to-

ward incoming flow from the port side, that is, positive

mean angles with median hbi 5 1.28.
The selection of a 30-s-long low-pass filter that defines

bfilter was chosen for two reasons. First, the assumption is

that yaw angle adjustments are made on a time scale

larger than 30 s. This is based on the reasoning that the

real-time data display on the bridge is updated every 15 s

and that the helmsman is basing the decision to change

the ship’s heading toward the prevailing wind direction

on at least two 15-s updates of the yaw angle. The second

reason was to maximize the length of continuous data

segments. Brownell et al. (2012) use the same condi-

tional sampling approach as above but with the excep-

tion of windowing the yaw angle to258#b#158. Since
most of analyses in this paper are spectrally based, we

opted to maximize the length of individual continuous

data segments needed for spectral analysis.

2) DATA STATIONARITY

One of the fundamental limitations during any full-

scale measurements trying to address turbulence is that

ambient atmospheric characteristics are rarely station-

ary. Consequently, selection of an appropriate aver-

aging time for defining mean velocity and turbulence

properties is difficult. In the present experiment, an

additional complexity is that the measurements are

obtained from amoving platform. Thus, raw anemometer

velocities contain not only the time variability of mean

ambient wind (at unknown time scale), but also fluctua-

tions resulting from changes in ship speed and direction

to maintain desired heading (also at unknown time scale

but alluded to it in the previous section to be on the order

of 30 s or longer), and ship motions (at 2–3-s time scale)

induced by surface gravity waves. Changes in ship speed

because of changing magnitude and direction of tidal

currents are also present and are not considered an issue

since tidal variability is long (roughly 6 h) in comparison

to our measurement times.

To obtain an appropriate averaging period for mean

and turbulent quantities, the time series data are exam-

ined for stationarity using the run test method (Bendat

and Piersol 1986) and following the methodology of

Soulsby (1980) by applying a run test to the piecewise

data. Outcomes are presented in Figs. 7a and 7b for the

FIG. 6. Histogram of hbi based on conditionally sampled in-

stantaneous data in the range2108# bfilter# 108. Purely headwind
conditions hbi 5 08 occurs only in eight datasets.

FIG. 7. Histogram of stationary times based on the Bendat and

Piersol (1986) run test at 95% confidence level for (a) variance

hu0u0i and (b) Uref.
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reference anemometermean relative horizontal velocity

Uref and variance hu0u0iwhereas Table 1 summarizes the

stationarity outcomes for all quantities of interest.

Substantial variability in stationary time across data-

sets is evident in Figs. 7a and 7b for Uref and hu0u0i. The
reason why turbulence statistics have consistently longer

stationary records thanUref is a consequence of how the

fluctuations (e.g., u0, y0, and w0) are calculated. The

fluctuating velocity component is defined by the removal

of a linear least squares fit from the instantaneous ve-

locity component over a continuous data segment, and

as a result the data improve the stationarity. For 16% of

the datasets, a run test could not be applied since they

are shorter than the resolution of the run test, which is

set to 5min. This is based on the requirement to have

a minimum of 10 consecutive statistically independent

estimates of a desired quantity (e.g., mean velocity) from

a single dataset to apply the Bendat and Piersol (1986)

run test, and we chose that each independent estimate is

averaged over a 30-s period. This averaging period is

consistent with the dominant turbulent length scales

discussed later in the paper. Datasets for which we could

not apply the run test and those found nonstationary at

5min are excluded from further analysis. Stationary

times of hu0u0i (Fig. 7a; Table 1) are chosen as averaging

periods for all quantities throughout this paper with

a median stationary time of 13min. Since this period is

longer than the stationary time of Uref, this will con-

tribute to uncertainty in a resulting mean flow.

3. Results

a. Flow conditions at the reference anemometer

In this section results from the reference anemometer

are presented in order to characterize inflow conditions

that will be used to interpret the flow field at the flight

deck. Specifically, reference anemometer data are ana-

lyzed using the universal turbulence spectral model in-

troduced by Kaimal et al. (1972). This model has been

used and validated extensively for atmospheric surface

layers over flat terrains (Kaimal and Finnigan 1994), the

oceanic bottomboundary layer (Soulsby 1977; Trowbridge

and Elgar 2003), at the air–sea interface (Gerbi et al.

2008), and in stratified oceanic flows by Scully et al.

(2011). The spectral model for variances hu0u0i, hy0y0i,
and hw0w0i is given by

kSaa(k)

ha02i 5
0:164(k/ko)

11 0:164(k/ko)
5/3

, (1)

where k is the streamwise wavenumber; Saa(k) is the

measured velocity spectrum; a indicates the horizontal

(u), vertical (w), or lateral (y) velocity component; ha02i
is the velocity variance, and ko is the wavenumber at

which the peak of the variance preserving spectrum

kSaa(k) occurs. Fitting this model to the measured an-

emometer spectrum gives estimates of the velocity var-

iance ha02i and ko. The peak of the variance-preserving

spectrum occurs at the wavenumber k5 2p/La 5 3:8ko
[given by Eq. (1)] from which the dominant energy con-

taining length scale La can be calculated. Similarly, the

Kaimal et al. (1972) universal cospectrum model for the

surface layer of the atmospheric boundary layer is given as

kSwa(k)

hw0a0i 5
0:88(k/ko)

11 1:5(k/ko)
2:1

, (2)

where Swa(k) is a real part of the measured cospectrum

of the vertical velocityw and either horizontal velocity u

or temperature T.

The procedure for calculating frequency spectra for

each dataset is broken into three steps. First, instan-

taneous horizontal velocities (u and y) are rotated by

the corresponding hbi such that mean lateral velocity

Vref 5 0. Second, each continuous data segment goes

through a 30-s high-pass filter. Third, data are divided

into blocks of 512 points (25.6 s) with 50% overlap,

spectra are calculated for each block, and spectra are

averaged over all blocks. This procedure results in one

spectrum for one continuous segment of data and the

process is repeated for all available data segments within

the stationary period. Then, the spectra from all con-

tinuous data segments are ensemble averaged to give a

mean frequency spectrum for a dataset.

Wavenumber spectra Saa(k) and cospectra Swa(k) are

obtained by converting frequency scales to wavenumber

scales using Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, that

is, k5 2pf /Uref and mean frequency spectra from the

reference anemometer. Use of frozen turbulence hy-

pothesis is considered valid for the shear-driven atmo-

spheric surface layer (Kaimal et al. 1968), and effects of

unsteady advection of turbulent eddies past the sensor

are expected in the highly unstable surface layer char-

acterized by free convection. This is further discussed in

the next section.

TABLE 1. Summary of the run test (Bendat and Piersol 1986)

outcomes at 95% confidence level for quantities of interest. Data

are for the reference anemometer.

Quantity

Median stationary

time (min)

Uref 10

hu0u0i 13

hy0y0i 11

hw0w0i 13

2hu0w0i 12
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Calculated wavenumber spectra and cospectra are

then fitted to the Kaimalmodels using the two-parameter

least squares fitting procedure similar to Gerbi et al.

(2008) and Scully et al. (2011). To avoid possible con-

tamination of the frequency spectra by ship motions, the

spectra in a frequency band from f 5 0.1–0.8Hz are

screened for contamination resulting from ship motions,

and if found, a fixed range is excluded from the fitting

process. The automatic screening process included find-

ing the frequency of the maximum spectral peak, and if

located in the 0.1–0.8-Hz frequency band, spectral ener-

gies within eight frequencies (four above and four below)

of the spectral peak frequency are excluded, resulting in

the removal of energywithin the 0.313-Hz range centered

on themaximum spectral peak. The 0.1–0.8-Hz frequency

band was selected from the power spectra of concurrent

ship’s roll and pitch angle measurements by an IMU, and

the 0.313-Hz range is selected based on the fact that ship

motion contamination is primarily due to incident nar-

rowbanded wind-driven waves with periods of 2–2.5 s,

typical for the upper Chesapeake Bay area.

Fits of measured spectra to Kaimal models are shown

in Fig. 8 for velocity variances, and in Fig. 9 for covari-

ances 2hu0w0i and hw0TS
0i, where TS is the anemometer

sonic temperature. Spectra from all datasets are shown

as light gray lines. Circles in each plot indicate spectral

levels obtained by bin averaging spectral energy over

logarithmically spaced k/ko intervals over all spectra.

FIG. 8. Normalized observed wavenumber velocity spectra (light gray lines) conditionally sampled based on sta-

bility parameter z/LMO vs nondimensional wavenumber k/ko. (a),(b) Horizontal velocity spectra Suu(k); (c),(d)

horizontal velocity spectra Syy(k); and (e),(f) vertical velocity spectra Sww(k). All spectra are normalized by their

respective variances obtained from the fitting process to the Kaimal et al. (1972) model [Eq. (1)], shown by the thick

black line. Circles indicate bin-averaged spectra.
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Spectra are further separated based on ratio z/LMO,

which is an indicator of stability in the surface layer

(Kaimal and Finnigan 1994). Here, z is the elevation of

the reference anemometer from the sea surface (see

Figs. 1, 2) andLMO is theObukhov length calculated from

anemometer data as

LMO 52
u3*hTSi

gkhw0T 0
SiKaimal

, (3)

where hTSi is the mean sonic temperature, hw0TS
0iKaimal is

the covariance between vertical velocity and sonic

temperature fluctuations obtained from the spectral fit,

g is the gravitational acceleration, k 5 0.41 is the von

K�arm�an constant, and the friction velocity u
*
is approxi-

mated as u
*
ffi (2hu0w0iKaimal)

1/2. Negative LMO, and

hence negative z/LMO, indicates unstable atmosphere and

positive indicates stable atmospheric conditions. Over all

datasets z/LMO falls into a range from 23, indicating

strongly unstable atmosphere, to 11, indicative of stable

atmospheric conditions. We chose z/LMO 5 20.5 as a

separator between two distinct conditions based on the

analysis below. Kaimal and Finnigan (1994) suggest that

the spectrum of vertical velocity Sww for unstable condi-

tions shows insensitivity at large scales for z/LMO , 20.3;

that is, ko does not shift to lower wavenumbers with in-

creasing instability. For our datasets, this is illustrated in

Fig. 10, where length scale LW derived from the Sww
spectrum fitted to Eq. (1) is plotted against z/LMO for all

datasets. A clear distinction occurs at z/LMO ; 20.5, in-

dicating that during unstable conditions, the dominant

turbulent length scale associated with the peak energy

FIG. 9. Normalized observed wavenumber cospectra (light gray lines) conditionally sampled based on stability

parameter z/LMO vs nondimensional wavenumber k/ko: (a),(b) Suw(k); (c),(d) SwT(k). All cospectra are normalized

by their respective covariances obtained from the fitting process to the Kaimal et al. (1972) model [Eq. (2)], shown by

the thick black line. Circles indicate bin-averaged spectra.
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spectrum is not increasing with a decrease in stability. This

is consistent with the notion that during strong unstable

conditions, the nature of the turbulent flow changes

from predominantly shear-driven turbulence during

neutral stability to predominantly buoyancy-produced

turbulence. For strongly stable conditions with z/LMO ;
0.5, turbulence is severely damped and consequently

length scales of turbulence are reduced, as shown in

Fig. 10 for LW. Thus, all spectra that fall into the 23 ,
z/LMO , 20.5 range are considered representative of

the convective surface layer independent of stability,

and spectra that fall into the20.5, z/LMO, 1 range are

considered representative of the shear-driven atmo-

spheric boundary layer whose dominant energy con-

taining length scale is highly dependent on the stability

parameter z/LMO.

Bin-averaged spectra in Fig. 8 show good agreement

with the Kaimal model, both in locating spectral peaks

and behavior at high wavenumbers. The low wave-

number range is not fully resolved for u and y spectra,

although peaks clearly follow the Kaimal model. During

the 20.5 , z/LMO , 1 condition when the low wave-

number range is better resolved with our measurements,

the largest deviation occurs in the horizontal velocity

(y component) spectra shown in Fig. 8d, where the

spectral peak is not present because of persistently high

spectral energy for k/ko , 2. We believe that this de-

viation from the Kaimal model at low wavenumbers can

be attributed to unaccounted low-frequency ship ma-

neuvers not removed with the 30-s high-pass filter. Bin-

averaged cospectra shown in Fig. 9 agree well with the

Kaimal cospectrum model given by Eq. (2) at high

wavenumbers. Similarly as for variances, the deviations

occur mostly at low wavenumbers, where observed

cospectra are consistently greater than the model and the

spectral peaks appear to be spread over a wider range of

wavenumbers. There is no resolution discrepancy be-

tween strongly unstable and stable/unstable cospectra,

suggesting that both shear stress 2hu0w0i and buoyancy

flux hw0TS
0i are well resolved in our measurements.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of 2hu0w0iKaimal and

2hu0w0iInt obtained by integrating the Suw cospectra

over all frequencies. Error bars indicating 95% confi-

dence bands of 2hu0w0iInt are also shown, calculated

using the bootstrap method (Efron andGong 1983) with

FIG. 10. Plot of length scale LW derived from fitting vertical

velocity spectra to the Kaimal et al. (1972) model [Eq. (1)] vs sta-

bility parameter z/LMO. A clear change in LW magnitudes occurs

at z/LMO 5 20.5.

FIG. 11. Comparison of 2hu0w0iKaimal and 2hu0w0iInt obtained
from the integral of Suw cospectra for (a) 23 , z/LMO , 20.5 and

(b) 20.5 , z/LMO , 1. Horizontal lines indicate 95% confidence

bands calculated using the bootstrap method (Efron andGong 1983).
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1000 bootstrap samples. Integral estimates are biased

toward larger values, with 60%and 90%of the2hu0w0iInt
data larger than 2hu0w0iKaimal for unstable and neutral/

stable conditions, respectively. This bias is attributed to

three factors. The first is bias due to flow distortion, as

the presence of a moving ship alters the local charac-

teristics of the atmospheric boundary layer and the full

correspondence withKaimalmodel is not expected from

a reference anemometer, particularly at large scales.

The second, as already mentioned, is bias introduced by

unaccounted low-frequency ship maneuvers not re-

moved with the 30-s-long high-pass filter. Contributions

from these two factors can be clearly seen in Figs. 8 and

9. The third bias-contributing factor is the contamina-

tion of vertical and horizontal velocities by ship-induced

motions and can be identified in Fig. 11 as data points

with the largest departure from the 458 line. For those,
statistical uncertainty in measurements of 2hu0w0iInt
does not explain the large discrepancy between the two

estimates. For example, the largest value of2hu0w0iInt is
0.1m2 s22 (Fig. 11b), obtained during run 37, which

correspond to the wind speed in excess of 10m s21 (see

Fig. 4a) and significant wave height of 0.5m discussed in

the previous section. Clearly for this dataset2hu0w0iInt is
contaminated by ship-induced motions by more than

a factor of 2.5. In the analysis of flow behind the hangar

superstructure that follows next, run 37 is not included,

and based on Fig. 11b we estimate that turbulence

stresses on the flight deck can be contaminated by ship

motions by a factor of 2 at the most. This is a conserva-

tive estimate, as the ship motions are less pronounced at

the flight deck in comparison to the bow anemometer.

To complete the picture of the atmospheric boundary

layer conditions, Fig. 12 shows estimates of friction ve-

locity u
*
5 (tS/r)

1/2 (where tS is the wind shear stress at

the sea surface and r is the air density) computed from

u
*
ffi (2hu0w0iKaimal)

1/2 and independent estimates of u
*

obtained from the Large and Pond (1981) model and

Thomas Point meteorological station data when avail-

able. Results are comparable, following the same trends

with z/LMO, but they show a difference in magnitudes

with reference anemometer u
*
being consistently lower

than the model estimates. This is expected since the

anemometer estimate of u
*
is approximated by the shear

stress measured at an elevation of z 5 5.9m above sea

surface, whereas u
*
from the Large and Pond model is

an estimate of friction velocity at the air–sea interface.

b. Flow on the flight deck behind hangar
superstructure

In this section we present data from the stern ane-

mometers. As mentioned in section 2, the basis for stern

anemometer data selection and conditional sampling is

based on the reference anemometer data. Not all data-

sets from stern anemometers are presented here. We

focus on datasets along the centerline y/H 5 0 and two

off-centerline locations y/H 5 60.6 (see Fig. 5). As be-

fore, capital letters (e.g.,U,V, andW) and terms in angle

brackets indicate mean velocities and time averaging,

respectively, over the same time periods for which the

reference bow anemometer data are found stationary.

Profiles of nondimensional mean velocities U(x, y, z)/

Uref, V(x, y, z)/Uref, and W(x, y, z)/Uref are shown in

Fig. 13 as a function of z/H for nominal values of x/H 5
0.5, 1.0, 1.6, 2.1, 2.6, and 3.2. Data are segregated based

on stability parameter, where full symbols indicate data

that fall within23, z/LMO ,20.5 stability conditions,

and open symbols are for data in the20.5, z/LMO , 1

range. Uncertainties of mean velocities and all quanti-

ties in this section are presented at the 95% confidence

level calculated using the bootstrap method by Efron

and Gong (1983) with 1000 bootstrap samples. The re-

peatability of trends in mean values is considered excel-

lent although scatter is present. Profiles obtained under

different stability criterion conditions seem to have the

same shape and together they complement profiles,

making them more continuous. Uncertainties are small,

within 5%, and do not explain the scatter, which we be-

lieve can be attributed to the bias because of differences

in mean yaw angles hbi among the datasets. For ex-

ample, velocity profiles at x/H 5 2.1 and y/H 5 20.6

(open triangles) are clearly different from other mea-

surements at this location. For these datasets hbi ranges
between positive 48 and 68 and corresponds to the largest

deviation in the mean yaw angle (see Fig. 6). This implies

FIG. 12. Friction velocity u
*
vs stability parameter z/LMO for

estimate of u
*
from Large and Pond (1981) model (filled circles)

and u
*
ffi (2hu0w0iKaimal)

1/2 (open circles).
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that the wind is coming from the port side and pre-

sumably exposing the flight deck anemometers (lo-

cated at 0.6 H from the centerline on the port side) to

the incomingwind free of superstructure obstruction. As

a resultU,V, andW profiles have different trends, where

U velocity is reduced in magnitude and V is increased,

as expected if the flow is coming at an increasing yaw

angle.

Profiles are consistent with what one would expect in

the flow field behind a backward-facing step. At station

x/H5 0.5, the Umagnitude is negative and about z/H 5
0.8 profile exhibits an inflection. Downstream at station

FIG. 13. Profiles of nondimensional mean flow for (a)U/Uref, (b) V/Uref, and (c)W/Uref with y/H5 0 (circles), y/H5 0.6 (squares), and

y/H520.6 (triangles) using filled symbols for23, z/LMO,20.5 and open symbols for20.5, z/LMO, 1. Hangar heightH is 1.5m. In

(a), the dashed line indicates approximate boundary of the separated recirculating flow and the arrow indicates approximate location of

the reattachment point.
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x/H 5 2.1, U shows no reverse flow up to the lowest

measurement location of z/H 5 0.13. The maximum

negative U velocity is 10% of Uref, comparable to

measurements in the recirculation zone behind 3D

rectangular blocks (Angelinchaab and Tachie 2008) and

a backward-facing step (Eaton and Johnston 1981).

Further downstream at stations x/H 5 2.6 and 3.2, U

increases monotonically with z/H and reaches about

50% of Uref. Mean vertical velocity W also exhibits in-

flection points at x/H 5 0.5 and z/H 5 0.8, where its

magnitude changes from slightly positive to negative

and reaches 10% of Uref at the highest measurement

location. For the rest of the profiles, W is negative and

reduces in magnitude with decreasing z/H as expected,

as it needs to vanish at the wall. Lateral mean velocity

V is rarely reported in the literature and is shown in

Fig. 13b for completeness. Lateral velocities are found

to be small and typically less than 10% of Uref and show

no significant variation with elevation.

A combination of U and W profiles illustrates the

formation of a recirculation region downstream of the

hangar superstructure. Within the spatial resolution of

the present measurements, we estimate the flow reat-

tachment point at x/H 5 2.1 on the basis that U is vir-

tually zero there at the lowest measurement location

(see Fig. 13a). This estimate of reattachment location

is consistent with observations from Miklosovic et al.

(2011) in the wind tunnel from measurements on a 4%

geometrical model of the YP. Tinney and Ukeiley (2009)

report the same reattachment location for a flow over the

double-backward step, where the second step repre-

sents the stern transom. Thus, profiles at stations x/H5
0.5–2.1 are considered to be in the recirculation region,

while profiles at stations x/H5 2.6–3.2 are in the recovery

region.

Turbulence statistics of stern anemometers are cal-

culated by integrating spectra over all frequencies and

are indicated without subscripts. Profiles of normalized

turbulence intensities hu0u0i1/2/Uref, hy0y0i1/2/Uref, and

hw0w0i1/2/Uref, and associated uncertainties are shown in

Fig. 14. Quantitatively, magnitudes are consistent with

the backward-facing step results of Eaton and Johnston

(1981) and Etheridge and Kemp (1978) and range be-

tween 5% and 15% ofUref and have a slightly increasing

trend with z/H. We do not observe a significant increase

in hy0y0i1/2/Uref and hw0w0i1/2/Uref turbulence intensities

downstream of the reattachment point, as observed by

Tinney and Ukeiley (2009). One possible explanation

for not observing this in our datasets is the difference in

geometry between their wind tunnel model and the

present ship. On the YP, there is a significant super-

structure upstream of hangar step, including the pilot

house. For headwind, the flow moving over the top of

the hangar already has residual turbulence from being in

the wake of the pilot house and explains the reason why

our turbulence intensities show very little variation with

elevation above the flight deck (Brownell et al. 2012).

Figure 15 shows profiles of the correlation coefficient

K52hu0w0i/(hu0u0i1/2hw0w0i1/2) and ratios hw0w0i/hu0u0i
and hy0y0i/hu0u0i. The correlation coefficient K is con-

sidered as an indicator of the efficiency of vertical mo-

mentum transport. At station x/H5 1.0, a peak occurs in

the K profile at a value of z/H5 0.8, consistent with the

position of inflection in theU profile. This peak (Kmax) is

still visible downstream at x/H 5 1.6, and by x/H 5 2.1

the profile has become fuller in the vicinity of the peak.

At stations x/H 5 2.6 and 3.2, Kmax is no longer no-

ticeable, with K approximately constant and equal to

0.45–0.5 for points above z/H ; 0.25. For profiles with

a peak in the correlation coefficient, Kmax is assumed to

signify the center of the shear layer on the flight deck.

Furthermore, K values above the peaks are approxi-

mately equal to 0.4–0.5, suggesting that this value may

represent the outer edge of the shear layer. If this con-

jecture is valid, then the upper boundary of the shear

layer in the recovery region lies near z/H ; 0.25, the

lower bound of the measurement domain for stations

x/H5 2.6 and 3.2. The values ofK5 0.4–0.5 in the outer

part of the flow above the shear layer are in good

agreement with Etheridge and Kemp (1978), who ob-

tained K 5 0.55 in the outer part of the shear layer be-

hind a 2D rearward-facing step. Kmax values are similar

in magnitude to those observed in a plane mixing layer

of K 5 0.6 by Townsend (1956). On the inner side of

the Kmax, the correlation coefficient ranges from 0.1

at x/H 5 0.5 to 0.4 at x/H 5 1.6.

Variations of hw0w0i/hu0u0i and hy0y0i/hu0u0i with z/H

are particularly significant in the recirculation region

(x/H5 0.5–2.1).At x/H5 1.0 and z/H5 0.25, for example,

hw0w0i/hu0u0i reaches 1.1 in the center of the shear layer

and above it is approximately 0.5, consistent with the

classical plane mixing layer (Townsend 1956) and the

value obtained in the turbulent shear layer behind a

backward-facing step (Castro and Haque 1987). Trends

in hy0y0i/hu0u0i in the recirculation zone are similar to

hw0w0i/hu0u0i but with large magnitudes at the lowest

measurement location and reach value of 1.5, consistent

with Castro and Haque (1987).

4. Conclusions

This paper presents details of a new and unique fa-

cility for systematic measurement of in situ velocities in

the near wake of a ship’s superstructure, and it discusses

in detail a set of experiments conducted under a head-

wind condition while underway in the Chesapeake Bay.
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Environmental conditions encountered during a 1-yr

period over which these experiments were conducted

can be qualified as moderate with typical wind speeds

from 2 to 10m s21 and wind-generated waves with an

approximately 2.5-s period. It is shown that under these

conditions, stationarity of measured data—that is, periods

of essentially steady flow—can be obtained in a range

from 5 to 30min.

With the present instrumentation setup and during

stationary periods, all relevant scales in the flow that

contribute to the variances of turbulent fluctuations can

be resolved. Reference anemometer spectra and cospectra

have the same general form, when properly scaled, as

the established universal Kaimal spectra from a surface

region of an atmospheric boundary layer. These results

are particularly encouraging, so methods are currently

being developed for measuring the near-surface atmo-

spheric boundary layer using the same ship but with

amodified bowmount to accommodate an array of eight

vertically stacked anemometers.

Conditional sampling of themean flow and turbulence

statistics of the flight deck anemometers based on the

FIG. 14. Profiles of turbulence intensities (a) hu0u0i1/2/Uref, (b) hy0y0i1/2/Uref, and (c) hw0w0i1/2/Uref. Symbols as in Fig. 13.
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stability parameter z/LMO shows no statistically signifi-

cant variations between the convectively driven and

shear-driven atmospheric surface layer. A plausible ex-

planation is that turbulent eddies present in the flow

during different atmospheric conditions with length

scales shown in Fig. 10 get broken down in the wake of

the ship superstructure well upstream, and as a result

separated flow downstream of the hangar is insensitive

to the inflow conditions, as observed from the reference

anemometer.

For the headwind conditions, the structure of the

separated flow behind the hangar superstructure closely

resembles the flow behind a backward-facing step and

measured turbulence statistics are consistent with the

published data. These conclusions suggest that applica-

bility and fidelity of current air-wake models can be

validated for headwind conditions and hangar/flight deck

geometry and the results compared to the substantial

body of literature existing on the flows over the backward-

facing step.

The observed location of the present reattachment

point on the flight deck is consistent with Tinney and

Ukeiley’s (2009) measurements with similar geometry

and Miklosovic et al.’s (2011) measurements on the

FIG. 15. (a) Shear correlation coefficient K 5 2hu0w0i/susw, (b) hw0w0i/hu0u0i, and (c) hy0y0i/hu0u0i. Symbols as in Fig. 13. Arrows in

(a) indicate locations of Kmax.
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scaled model of the YP vessel. Both of these studies

were obtained in wind tunnels with no imposed bound-

ary layer profile. Eaton and Johnston (1981) concluded

that the inflow boundary layer has a weak effect on the

reattachment location, provided that the ratio of bound-

ary layer thickness d to hangar height is very large. Our

measurements fit that criteria and suggest that inclusion

of the atmospheric boundary layer in the validations of

models for a headwind condition is not necessary.

However, the flow structure in the near wake changes

drastically with the direction of the wind over deck

(Polsky 2003) and air-wake models need to capture these

changes. For those conditions the influence of the in-

coming atmospheric boundary layer needs to be studied

systematically. Recent work at the United States Naval

Academy included data collection over a range of wind

over deck conditions and the results will be the subject of

future publications.
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